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We first establish the consistency of regressogram type estimators of the functions T and U based 
on the observation of the process X,,,, = T(X,,)+ U(X,I)~,,+, , then nonparametric goodness-of-fit 
tests for the functions T and U are introduced and discussed. These nonparametric tests constitute 
the main contribution of this article. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Let (X,,; n 2 1) be a stationary random sequence given by the nonlinear 
autoregressive (NLAR) process 
X n+1= T(X?l) + U(X,)%+, , (1.1) 
where T and U :Iw+lR are real-valued continuous functions, U is positive, the 
random sequence (E, ; n 2 1) is stationary +-mixing in the sense of Billingsley (1968, 
pp. 166-169), and such that 
EB, = 0, EF; = 1. (1.2) 
The present work deals with nonparametric inference concerning T and U. 
1.2. Doukhan and Ghindes (1983) have studied a class of estimators of the function 
T: Rd + Rd (d 2 1) generating the Markov chain 
X ?l+t = I-(X,) + U. &,+I, (1.3) 
where (i) T is twice differentiable; (ii) U is a fixed non-singular d x d-matrix; (iii) 
the random variables (r.v.‘s) E, are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.); 
(iv) the probability measure (I, = Law(&,) is strongly symmetric, satisfies A < $ < A, 
where A denotes the Lebesgue measure, and has a differentiable probability density 
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function (p.d.f.) g. They have studied consistent nonparametric convolution kernel 
estimators of the transition p.d.f. of (1.3), of its stationary p.d.f. J; and of T, and 
have obtained rates for their mean square consistency. More general results have 
been obtained in Doukhan, Portal and Leon (1986). Yakowitz (1985) has discussed 
similar results. 
In Collomb (1979, 1984, 1985) and Collomb and Hlrdle (1986), the uniform 
almost sure convergence of the kernel and k-nearest neighbors nonparametric 
autoregression function estimators has been established under mild conditions. 
Moreover, Collomb and Hardle (1986) have given a robust estimator. In Bosq 
(1984), Robinson (1983), Yakowitz and Szidarovsky (1984), similar consistency 
results have been shown, either for the kernel or for the k-nearest neighbors estimates. 
Aase (1983) has studied a recursive estimator of a real-valued parameter in an 
autoregressive (AR) expression in relation with the theory of stochastic approxi- 
mation. 
Granger, Huynh, Escribano and Mustafa (1983) have reviewed part of the 
literature concerning applied univariate models such as (1.3). Their numerical 
simulations have shown the general superiority of their methods over classical 
ARMA techniques for the study of NLAR models. Other numerical applications 
can be found in Acar Serpil and Pettit (1985), Doukhan (1983), and Kalaidjian 
(1983). NLAR models analysis finds its most frequent application in economy 
(Broniatowski and Kebabdjian, 1985; Maravall, 1983; Nelson and Plosser, 1982); 
meteorology (Jones, 1965); hydrology (Yakowitz, 1979). Various other nonlinear 
autoregressive models have been discussed: state-dependent models (Priestley, 
1980), bilinear time series models (Granger and Andersen, 1978; Subba Rao, 1981), 
threshold autoregression (Tong and Lim, 1980), rational models (Granger and Weiss, 
1982). 
1.3. In the above references, emphasis is given to estimation, but no specific test 
procedure is discussed. Here, we shall present two nonparametric goodness-of-fit 
tests: the first one concerns T, the second one U when T is known. In Section 2, 
we define estimators of T and U of the regressogram type (see, e.g., Tukey, 1961), 
and prove their consistency. Our proofs do not make use of the assumption of 
mutual independence of the E,‘s, nor of any assumption concerning the smoothness 
of the functions T, U, f and g. In Section 3, we prove a functional limit theorem 
related to our estimators, assuming the ‘independence of the F,‘s. We present our 
tests in Section 4, and briefly illustrate our results in Section 5 by some numerical 
simulation. Finally, in Section 6, we discuss examples of random sequences which 
satisfy the assumptions (Al)-(A5) below, and discuss the range of our assumption 
(A6). 
1.4. The assumptions (Al)-(A5) (respectively (Al’)-(AS)) are as follows: 
(Al) The sequence (a,; n 3 1) is stationary; each r.v. E, is centered and has finite 
second-order moments, with E&f = 1 and lim,,, Es,&,, = 0. 
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(Al’) The sequence (E,; n 2 1) is stationary; each r.v. E, is centred and has finite 
fourth-order moments, with E&f = 1 and lim,,, E [E: - l][ E: - 11 = 0. 
(A2) The random sequence (X,,; n 2 1) is stationary and 4-mixing with C 4(n) < 
+CO and EXf < +a. 
(A3) The invariant probability measure 8 has a continuous p.d.f. f, positive on 
the bounded interval J = [a, b] on which the estimators and tests are defined. 
(A4) The restrictions q, (respectively U,,) of T (resp. U) on J are continuous 
on J. 
(A5) The function U is bounded on IR. 
2. Estimation of qT;, and U,, 
2.1. Notation and assumptions 
Let the sample be {Xi, . . . , XN}. For each N we divide the interval J = [a, b] into 
k = kN subintervals & of length 2rN, i.e. JiN = [ th, tiG1], 1 s is k, with th = a, 
t “,” = b, and CL = f( th + ti,“). For each 1 s i G k, denote by F(i) = FN (i) the random 
subset {n: lsns N,X,,EJ’~}C{~ ,..., N}, and let (F(i)(=#F(i). Let 
j(N;x)=[(x-a)/(2r,)l+l, (2.1) 
where [t] denotes the greatest integer s t. Note that j(N; a) = 1, j(N; x) = k for 
x E (b - 2r,, b], and x E &, iff j( N; x) = i. 
We assume at times that (r,; N 2 1) satisfies: 
(Bl) ~~$0 as N++co. 
(B2) NrN T +CO as N -+ +a. 
2.2. Dejhitions 
We define the estimators using the regressogram approach (Tukey, 1961). 
Definition 2.1. (i) Set, for x E Jh, 
TN(x) = TN = IF(i’ C X,,,,. 
ntF(i) 
(ii) Likewise, if Tl, is known, set, for x E Ji$, 
U’,(x) = ( UN)2 = IF(i)/-’ 1 {X,,, - T(X,,)l’. 
naF(i) 
(iii) If q, is unknown, let, for x E JiN, 
C?%(x) = (CL)‘= IF(i) C (X,,,, - T&)2. 
ntF(i) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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2.3. Consistency of the estimators 
2.3.1. We start with two technical lemmas. 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that Assumptions (Al)-(A5) and (Bl)-(B2) hold. Then: 
(i) There exists a positive constant C such that for k = kN, 
VarlF(i)lsCNBh, l<isk, (2.5) 
where 0& = 0(&,) (C = 1+4 C 4(n) will do). 
(ii) 7’he ratio IF(i)l/EIF(i)l converges to 1 in probability as N + fo3. 
Proof. (i) Set 
a~(n)=I{X,,EJ&}-EE’II{X,,~J~}=I{X,,~J&}-0&, (2.6) 
where I(A) denotes the indicator function of the event A. It follows from Billingsley 
(1968, pp. 170-171), that 
VarlF(i)l= 1 Eahi(n)2+2 C Ea,(p)ah(q), (2.7) 
1SflGN IrprqsN 
where Eak(n)2= 0h(l -Ok), and, for p # q, 
lEah(p - EaL(p)Ea,(q)\ c 24(q -p)El{X, E JN) ES; la,(p)]. 
Since Ea’,(p)=O and lah(p)lSl, we have 
VarlF(i)ls N&(1-e,)+4Ne,C 4(n)< CN0&, 
from which (2.5) follows. 
(ii) Using Chebyshev’s inequality, we obtain that for E > 0, 
P{IIF(i)J-EIF(i)l)>eEIF(i)1}4VarIF(i)l/(e2E2lF(i)l) 
s CN@,J{E~N~(+.,)~} 
s (2Nr,)-‘c 
where minxEta,bl f(x)>0 by Assumption (A3), and (2Nr,)-‘JO as N++co by 
Assumption (B2). This suffices for (ii). 0 
Remark 2.3. In some special cases we can make more precise statements concerning 
the rate of convergence in probability of the IF(i)l/EIF(i)l’s to 1 for i= j(N; x), 
as N + +a. Under additional +-mixing conditions, it can be proved that the limit 
in distribution as N+ +OO of {2NrNf(ch)}-“‘{IF(i)1 -2Nr,f(c&)} exists and is 
standard Gaussian. 
Lemma 2.4. Under (Al)-(A5) (resp. (Al’)-(A5)) and (Bl)-(B2), andfor i =j( N; x): 
(i) lilimlF(i)/-’ 1 E,+, = 0 in probability; 
nsF(i) 
(ii) ~~lF(i)l-’ _~~i~le,,+ll = ~la,l in probability; 
and respectively 
(iii) immlF(i)[P1 C a’,+, = 1 in probability. 
nfF(i) 
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Proof. By (Al), the assertions follow from a joint use of the strong law of large 
numbers (see, e.g., Kannan, 1979, Theorem 7.3.1, p. 186), and of the proof of 
Theorem 17.1 of Billingsley (1968, pp. 143-146). We also make use of the equivalence 
of convergence in distribution and convergence in probability when the limit is a 
constant r.v. (see, e.g., Billingsley, 1968, p. 25). 0 
Remark 2.5. Whenever (Ed ; n 2 1) satisfies the central limit theorem (C.L.T.), the 
proof of Lemma 2.4 may be adapted to show that ]F( i)l-’ CntF(iJ ~,+i converges to 
0 as N + +OO with order ( NrN)P”2. 
2.3.2. We now state and prove our main results. First we introduce a new definition. 
Definition 2.6. For each continuous function F: J+ iw, and integers N 2 1 and i, 
16 i =S k, define the (N, i)-modulus of continuity of F to be 
wh(F) = xysy; IF(x) - F(y)l. 
Theorem 2.7. (i) Suppose that (Al)-(A5) and (Bl)-(B2) hold. Then, for each x E J, 
the sequence (TN(x); N 2 1) converges in probability to T(x) us N + +CO. 
(ii) Suppose that (Al)-(A5) and (Bl)-(B2) holdjointly with&;< +CO, andassume 
that the restriction q J is known. Then, for each x E J, the sequence (U,(x); N 2 1) 
converges in probability to U(x) us N + +CO. 
(iii) Suppose that (Al’)-(A5) and (Bl)-(B2) hold. Then, for eachx E J, thesequence 
( fiN(x); N 2 1) converges in probability to U(x) us N + +a. 
Proof. (i) Obviously, from Definitions 2.1 and 2.6, if i =j( N; x), we have 
/TN(x)-T(x)ls2&(Tj,)+IN+IIN, (2.8) 
where, by letting sup U = supxEIw U(x), 
I N s wk(Q)lF(i)lp’ ,Bt;cij Ibn+~l, (2.9) 
II, s(SUp u) IF(i)/-’ c F,+, . (2.10) 
flEF(i) 
By the continuity of Ui, and q J, and Assumption (Bl), we have 
lim wiN(7j,)=~mmo~(UI,)=0. 
N-CC 
We complete our proof by an application of Lemma 2.4. 
(ii) The proof is similar to the proof of (i), and is omitted. 
(iii) The proof is again similar to the proof of (i), but requires more calculations. 
If X,, E Jh, then 
{X,+1 - Th}2~ [{T(X,,)- T’,}+ U(X,&,+J2~I, +II, +III,. (2.11) 
(a) The term I, = {T(X,)- Th}’ can be dealt with as for (i). 
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(b) For 11, = 2{T(XJ - %I U(X,)E,+~, note that n, PEF(~)JX,, X,E.&. 
Since U is bounded, we have 
Next, we have 
By Lemma 2.4 and the continuity of q, and Ui,, it follows that 
l&r wk( Ti,)lF(i)l-’ nET(l,le,,,l = 0 in probability, 
,l&n_ wh( +)(F(i)l-’ .EG(i, IE,,+~~ = 0 in probability 
and 
liliW IF( i)l-’ c E,+~ = 0 in probability. 
ntF(i) 
Hence limN+m IF(i) CneF(i) II, = 0 in probability. The proof of the convergence 
in probability of /F(i)/-’ CncF(i) III, to 0 as N + tco follows along the same lines. 0 
Remark 2.8. As a consequence of Remark 2.5 and by the upper bounds (2.8)-(2.10), 
it can be seen that, whenever the sequence (E,; n 3 1) satisfies the C.L.T. jointly 
with T being Lipschitz of order one at x E J, the rate of convergence in probability 
of T,,(x) to T(x) is of order max(rN, (Nr,))“‘). If we have rN = pN-@ for some 
p > 0 and 0 < p < 1, then the optimal upper bound of this rate of convergence to 0 
is obtained for /3 = i. This is in agreement with Theorem 2.2.3 of Doukhan and 
Ghindes (1983) for d = 1. In this case, the expected number of X,,‘s falling within 
Jh is of order N213. 
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3. The functional limit theorems 
3.1. First, we introduce some notation. Let To and U, : J + R be given. We will test 
the assumptions [T, = To] and [ Ui, = U,]. 
Definition 3.1. (i) Define AN( .) to be the random step function on J taking the 
value Ah on the subinterval J&, lsisk,where k=k, and,forxEJh, 
AN(x) = Ah = N-“2 C IF(J’) To(& (3.1) 
(ii) If we assume q, to be known, we define CN ( * ) to be the random step function 
on J taking the value CiN on the subinterval Ji,, 1 G i 6 k, where, for x E J;Y, 
C,(x) = CL = N-l” c ImM wv)‘- G(c!v)~. (3.2) 
l-r-j=si 
In the sequel, we assume that (Al)-(A5) (resp. (Al’)-(A5)) and (Bl)-(B2) hold. 
We shall need at times additional assumptions among the following: 
(A6) (i) The r.v.‘s E, are i.i.d. 
(ii) The r.v.‘s X0 and .s, are independent. 
(iii) EEL < +m. 
(iv) E[E:- 116< +a. 
(v) 1 rtztp1’2( n) < +a. 
(B3) N1’2r, .lO. 
3.2. We will now prove that the process (AN; N 3 1) (resp. (C,; N 2 1)) converges 
in distribution in D(J) (see Billingsley, 1968, pp. 109-136) to the following process 
B (resp. D): 
B(x) = 
respectively 
D(x) = v2 I f”‘(u)U’(u>dW,(u)= W,(VH(x)), (3.4) [a,xl 
where 
G(x) = I f(u) u’(u) du, (3.5) [%x1 
H(x) = 
I 
f(u) u”(u) du, 
la,xl 
V=Var(e:-1), 
W,(x) = W,(x+ a) for x 20, W, being a Wiener process. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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We set 
G = G(b), (3.9) 
I-I = H(b). (3.10) 
Remark 3.2. (1) The assumptions (A6)(i)-(ii) imply that (X,,; n 2 1) is a Markov 
chain. (A6)(i)-(ii) together with (A2) imply that this chain is ergodic. 
(2) The assumption (A6)(v) is satisfied, for instance, if the stationary probability 
measure 0 of (1.1) is reached with an exponential convergence rate. This happens, 
e.g., when the Markov chain is Doeblin (Doob, 1953, Examples 2.3, pp. 215-218, 
and Chapter V, Section 7, pp. 221-227). 
(3) The assumption (B3) is used only for the proof of Lemma 3.4 below. This 
lemma involves a comparison between the process AN(. ) and an auxiliary process 
BN( *) (resp. between 
We now proceed to 
Definition 3.3. Define 
define the auxiliary process BN(. ) (resp. DN(. )). 
B,,,( . ) (resp. DN( * )) to be the random step function on J 
taking the value B& (resp. I&) on the subinterval Ji,, 1~ is k, where k = kN and, 
for XE Jh, 
BN(x) = B;= N-l” 1 C U(X,,)e,+, 
lSjSineF(j) 
=N-'/2 
c XXnE[% fNt')~~(xI)G+l, (3.11) 
1snsN 
respectively, 
DN(x)=D&=N-“~ C 1 U2(X,,)(s’,+r-1) 
*sjsi nGFc,j) 
=Np1/2 
c NX E [a, t;Y")}U2(X,)(E',+,--1). (3.12) 
ISIlGN 
Using (B3) we may prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. (i) If T is uniformly Lipschitz of order one within each sub-interval Jh, 
1 s is k, then under the null hypothesis H,[ q, = TO] we have 
xTEt;, IAN(X) - BN(X)I c MIN”‘rN (3.13) 
for some positive constant MI. 
(ii) If U is uniformly Lipschitz of order one within each subinterval JL, 1s is k, 
then under the null hypothesis H,[ U,, = U,J we have 
max IC,(x) - DN(x)I s M2N”2rN 
xt[o,bl 
(3.14) 
for some positive constant M2. q 
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This result implies that under (B3) the limiting processes of (AN; N> 1) 
(resp. (C,; N 3 1)) and ( BN; N a 1) (resp. (IIN; N 3 l)), whenever they exist, are 
identical. 
We now state and prove the following result. 
Theorem 3.5. (i) Suppose that the assumptions (Al)-(AS)(i)-(iii)(v) and (Bl)-(B3) 
hold. Then the sequence (BN; N 2 1) converges in distribution to the process B( .) 
deJined in (3.3). 
(ii) Suppose that the assumptions (Al)-(AS)(i)(ii)(iv)(v) and (Bl)-(B3) hold and 
assume that q, is known. Then the sequence ( DN; N 2 1) converges in distribution to 
the process D( .) dejined by (3.4). 
Proof. (i) We proceed in three steps. 
Step 1. We prove the tightness in D(J) of the sequence (BN; Na 1) in such a 
way that the resulting limiting processes are as. continuous: by an adaptation of 
Lemma 1 of Billingsley (1968, pp. 195-196), where we take 
5n=71{Xn~(thr,tihr)}U(X,)e,+,, l<n~N, lsi<j~k, 
we obtain 
E(%v-%v)~= N-‘E( JN L)’ 
where C, and C, denote positive constants independent of i, j and N. Here, the 
quantities 1 t& - t’ NI are integer multiples of 2r, and hence there exists a positive 
integer No such that, for N 2 N,, It& - th[ 2 2r, 2 NP’. Thus we have, for N 3 N,, 
Now, let E > 0, n > 0 and 6 E (0,l) be given, and suppose N 2 No. Then, by Theorem 
12.2 of Billingsley (1968, p. 94), where we select cy = 2, y = 4, uj = const. rN (here 
const. indicates an appropriate positive constant), and 5, being as above, there exists 
N, 2 No such that, for N 3 N,, whenever i + 1 s j < i+ [6/(2r,)] (here [t] denotes 
the greatest integer G t) we have 
for some positive constants C, and C,. This in turn can be written as 
for all N 3 NI . By Theorem 15.5 of Billingsley (1968, p. 127), this property implies 
the tightness of the sequence (B,; N 2 1) and the a.s. continuity of every limiting 
process B( . ). 
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Step 2. Every limiting process B( . ) of ( BN; N 2 1) has mean zero and covariance 
function 
EB(s)B( t) = I [a min(s ,,,J’@) u2(u) due . 1 
By a similar argument based on Lemma 1 of Billingsley (1968, pp. 195196), it can 
be proved that, for each x E J, the sequence (J%%(x); N 2 1) is bounded. Thus, for 
each x E J, the sequences (BN(x); N 2 1) and (B&(X); N > 1) are uniformly 
integrable, so that 
EB(x) = jrnm EB,(x), 
and, for a < s < t s b, i =j( N; s), and j = j( N; t), 
EB(s)B(t) = firnm EB,(s)B,(t) 
+ {ma 2 N-i C EP’{X, E [a, &MX, E [a, &)I 
lsp<qsN 
X u(x,) U(Xq)Ep+~Eq+,l 
= Jilim N-’ 1 E[O{Xn E [a, ~~)~U2(Xn)l 
lSfl=SN 
= c f(u)U’(u) du. 
J[a,min(s,I)] 
Step 3. We conclude, from Theorem 20.1 of Billingsley (1968, pp. 174-177), that 
every limiting process B( .) of the sequence BN( .) is Gaussian. By Step 2, we know 
the mean and covariance functions of B. Hence our process is uniquely defined. 
This completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) It is similar to the proof of (i), and is omitted. 0 
3.3. In order to construct our tests, we need estimators GN, HN and VN for the 
parameters G, H and V, as defined in (3.7), (3.9) and (3.10), respectively. 
Definition 3.6. (i) Let To be given. We define GN by 
GN = c 2~N.f;v(ui’)2, 
*=Zi=Z-k 
(3.15) 
where fi, = (2Nr,)-‘IF(i)] and U& = ]F(i)]-“2[C,,FCi) {X,,, - T0(X,)}2]“2. 
(ii) Suppose that T is known, and let U, be given. Suppose that U, is positive 
on J. We define HN and VN by 
HN = 1 2rNfh(&)4, (3.16) 
I=SiSk 
V, = N-’ c (d+1- I)29 
ISflGN-I 
where G+~ = {X,+l - T(X,)}U,‘(X,,), lsn<N-1. 
(3.17) 
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Lemma 3.7. Under the assumptions (Al)-(A6) and (Bl)-(B3) and the null hypothesis 
H,[ q, = To] (resp. H,[ Ui_, = U,,]), we haue: 
(i) lim,,, GN = G a.s.; 
(ii) lim,,, HN = H U.S.; 
(iii) lirnNem V, = Vas. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the strong law of large numbers. The C.L.T. 
gives a rate of convergence of order O(N-“‘) in (i)-(iii). 0 
4. The tests 
Denote by !P the distribution function (d.f.) of the maximum over the interval [0, I] 
of the absolute value ) W,] of the standard Wiener process W,. 
4.1. Test I: H,[ q, = TO] against H,[ ITi, # TO] 
4.1.1. Assumptions: 
- (Al)-(A6)(i)-(iii)(v) hold. 
- q, is Lipschitz of order one. 
- IF(i)]>Ofor lsisk. 
4.1.2. Test statistic: A = maxlGiGk IA;\. 
4.1.3. Decision rule: At the approximate level of significance LY, reject Ho if A exceeds 
the (1 - a)-quantile q = qN(cz) of the d.f. of the r.v. max,,[o,,l G:‘2] Wo( t)l, given by 
I- ?P( G;“‘q) = (Y. (4.1) 
4.2. Test ZZ: H,[ U,, = U,] against H,[ I!$ # U,], T assumed known 
Our test in this situation is obtained by replacing respectively A by C = 
max,%irk ICkl and GN by VNHN. 
4.3. The power of Test Z 
4.3.1. Although we have not yet performed a systematic study of the power of Test 
I, a few comments are possible. We start with some notation. Set 
G~=(Nf?~)-“2(~F(i)~-E~F(i)(), lsisk. (4.2) 
By Remark 2.3, under the assumptions (Al)-(A6)(i)(ii) and (Bl)-(B2), and assuming 
that the function T is bounded, the sequence (X,,; n z= 1) is a Doeblin Markov chain. 
Hence GL, i = j( N; x), converges in distribution to a standard Gaussian r.v. Let T 
be the function in (1.1) and TO the function to be tested. Set 
ATN=(T-TO)(ciN), l<i<k. (4.3) 
In the sequel, we shall replace maxlsi%k by maxi and max,,l,,bl P(x) by max[,,bl P 
for ease of notation. 
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Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions (Al)-(AS)(i)(iii)-(v) 
that: 
6) 
(ii) 
Then, 
where 
The functions T and To are Lipschitz of order one on the interval J. 
and (Bl)-(B3), suppose 
There exists an increasing sequence of integers mN, 1 s mN s N, such that: 
(a) 7’he sequence (N+(m,)/m,; N 2 1) is bounded. 
(b) Nr,l(m, log N) t +a. 
(c) For each constant D>O, CNzl r; exp{-DNr,/m,}<+oo. 
we have 
N-“2 maxiA& = max 
x=[u,bl 
f(u)AT(u) du 
+ N--1/2 x& W(G(x))l+ RN, 
RN converges in probability to zero as N + +OO. 
(4.4) 
Proof. To obtain the result we shall break the sum A& =AN(x), i =j(N; x), 
into four partial sums: Ah = AN(x) = RN(x)+ P+ Q-t R, where the process RN(x) 
is as defined in Definition 3.3, P= N-“2ClSjc-i {ElF(j2Nr,f(&)}ATj,, Q= 
N-‘j2 C,__jSi 2r,f(c’,)AT’, and R = N-l’* C1rjc-i (P(j)- EIF(j)l)AT’, . We shall 
examine separately the asymptotic behavior of RN(x), P, Q and R, and then 
recombine the results so obtained. 
(1) By Theorem 3.5, the process RN(x) converges in distribution to the process 
R(x). 
(2) Since EIF(j)J = No’, = NB(J’,), 1 s j G k, and f being continuous, we have 
E[F(j)I=2Nr,f(d’,) for a d’,EJ&. Hence 
IPI< N’:2(2rN)k(~~lATl)(max W’N(f ))- (4.5) 
The right-hand side of (4.5) is o( N1’2), uniformly in 1 G is k, because 2kr, = b - a 
and the function f is uniformly continuous on the compact interval J = [a, b]. 
(3) The assumption of the continuity of T, T,,, and f implies that the Riemann 
sum N-‘12Q converges to j,,,,f(u)AT(u) du. 
(4) It remains to show that 
;mm_ N- “2 maxlRl= 0 a.s. (4.6) I 
For the proof of this result, we make use of Lemma 1 of Rahmania (1986, p. IV-05), 
which is a consequence of Bernstein’s inequality for 4-mixing sequences (see Bosq, 
1975; Collomb, 1979). We start with the inequalities 
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where riN = (2Nr~)-l CIGnGN 1(X, E Ji,}, 1 s i c k. Now, the r.v.‘s TN, 1 s is k, 
satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 1 of Rahmania (1986), from which it follows 
that, for each E > 0, 
max P{lrk - ErNl> E} S H exp{-DNr,/m,} 
for some positive constants H and D. Therefore 
s Hk exp{-DNr,/m,}. 
Using the above hypothesis (c), we obtain 
(4.7) 
Finally, the convergence result (4.7) together with the Borel-Cantelli Lemma imply 
that maxi Ir’,- ET,] converges a.s. to 0, from which (4.6) follows. Collecting the 
above results yields (4.4). 0 
Corollary 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 and if T # T,,, the probability 
of accepting the false null hypothesis H,[ q, = T,] converges to zero as N + +a. 0 
Remark 4.3. By Assumption (A2), the sequence (X,,; n 2 1) is 4-mixing with 
C 4(n) < +a. If 4(n) = O(q-“) for some q, 0~ q < 1, and r,,, has the form pNeP 
for some p > 0 and 0 < /3 < 1, then the conditions (a)-(c) above are satisfied for any 
p, o<p<1. 
4.3.2. Let 
Lh= C (2rN)1’2f 1’2(c$)AThG&, 1 s is k. 
lSj=si 
The preceding argument hints that the following conjecture may be true. 
(4.8) 
Conjecture 4.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, the sequence of processes 
( LN; N 2 1) defined by LN(x) = Lh for i =j( N; x) converges in distribution as 
N + foe to a limiting process of the form 
L(x) = 
1. 
Iax,f"2W- ToI dW,(uL 
where Wl, is some Gaussian process. 
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To prove this conjecture appears to be a difficult problem because of the intricate 
dependency structure of the G’,‘s. Assuming that this conjecture holds, we would 
have as a consequence that, under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, if the stationary 
Markov chain (X,; n 3 1) is Doeblin, then 
AN(x) = N1’2 J. Iax,.f(4AT(4 du+ Wo(G(x)) 
+ I, [nxl f”‘b~)AT(u) dWXu)+5dxL 
where the sequence of processes (5,~; N 2 1) converges in distribution to zero as 
N + +co. This is the subject of current research. 
5. Simulation experiments 
5.1. Introduction 
We now briefly illustrate our results. We shall use the following functions T and 
U in our examples: 
5X 
0.5x + 0.5 
T(x)= 1 5 
1. 
if x E [0, $1, 
if x E [& 21, 
if x > 2, 
-T(-x) if x < 0. 
The function U will be defined as a step function: 
U(x) = 
1 
0.9 if x30, 
0.5 if x<O. 
Note that all of our results apply to such step functions, provided 0 is one of the 
&‘s for each N 3 1. The sequence (E,; n 3 1) will be Gaussian white noise, and we 
shall take J = [ -2,2]. 
We have chosen the above-described function T and U in order to illustrate a 
threshold AR model (see Tong and Lim, 1980). Since the function T has two stable 
fixed points (-1 and +l), a long run of positive Xn’s is followed by a long run of 
negative values, and breakthroughs occur occasionally. Each run of positive (resp. 
negative) X,,‘s can be considered as generated by the linear AR( 1) model: X,,,, - 1 = 
0.5(X, - 1) +0.9E,+, (resp. X,,,, + 1 =0.5(X, + 1) +O.~E,+,). Due to the asymmetry 
of the function U, the X,,‘s spend most of their time near -1. The stationary 
probability measure of the Doeblin Markov chain (X,,; n 2 1) is approximately a 
mixture of two Gaussian components, one having its mean near -1, the other having 
its mean near +l. As a consequence, the estimates of T and U are much better on 
[-2,0] than on [0,2], as can be seen in Figures l-6. 
Choosing an optimal number k = k N of subintervals of J is delicate. Note that, 
since 2kr, = b-a =4, such a choice is equivalent to selecting the length 2r, of 
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Fig. 1. Estimator of T; N = 200, k = 10. 
,/’ 
/.* 
-- -2 
Fig. 2. Estimator of T; N = 800, k = 24. 
these subintervals. For simplicity, we have limited ourselves to the case where 2r, 
has the form [ KN~]-’ for some K > 0 and 0 < p < 1. There are several approximations 
involved in supposing that the d.f. of the test statistic A = maxi IALl is the same as 
that of max,,t,,,l G-‘/*1 W,( t)l. Th eir adequacy will actually depend on the selection 
procedure of k as a function of the sample size N. For this, we observe that: 
(a) According to Lemma 3.4(i), the d.f. of A is close to that of maxJ lBNl provided 
that N”2(2rN) = N”2[~NP]-’ - K-~N(~‘*)-~ is small enough. 
(b) Since the E,‘S satisfy the requirements of the C.L.T. and of the Berry-Esseen 
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Fig. 3. Estimator of T; N =2000, k=40. 
-2 -1 1 2 
-- -2 
Fig. 4. Estimator of CJ; N = 200, k = 10. 
inequality, the distance between the d.f. of & = (2Nr,)-“* CneFcrj U(X,)E,+~ and 
its limiting d.f. is of order (2iVrN)-1’2 - K 1’2N--(1’2)(1--P). 
(c) According to a theorem of Nagaev (1970, p. 163), for i.i.d. centered r.v.‘s yi 
such that E ( Yi I3 < +CO and functions g, and g,, g, < g,, which are Lipschitz of order 
one, the quantity 
IP{g,( t) 6 S,(t) S g2( t) for all t E [0, l]} 
-P{gl(t)C W(t)=2g2(t> for all tE[O, l)}), 
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Fig. 5. Estimator of U; N = 800, k = 24. 
2 -- 
I . nn r-i 
1” n - 
Li-‘l.+‘“Il -jJ 
-2 -1 , 2 
r t 
I -1 -2 
Fig. 6. Estimator of U; N = 2000, k = 40. 
where &(O)=O, S,(t)=k-“2C,,isj Yi forj/kSt<(j+l)/k, lsjsk-1, and W 
is a standard Brownian motion, is of order k-“2 log k - (2~))~‘~pN--(“~)~ log N. 
(d) The minimum number of sample points per subinterval should not be too 
small (say, greater than 5). 
The observations (a)-(c) have led us to choose p =$ On the other hand, our 
simulations showed that for N = 100, conditions (d) could not be satisfied for k > 8. 
This motivated our choice of k = 8 for N = 100, which implies that K is approximately 
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equal to 0.19. For these values of /3 and K, we obtained k = 20 for N = 400, k = 36 
for N = 1000, and k = 56 for N = 2000. But our simulations showed that these values 
of k were too large, due to the fact that condition (d) was not always satisfied. 
Thus, a reasonable thumb-rule was to divide k by a factor of the form (log N)Y for 
some y > 0. It turned out that an appropriate choice of k was given by 
k = 2[0.65N2’3/(log N)‘.*] 
the constant 0.65 following from the value of k = 8 for N = 100. 
(5.1) 
We present some examples of realizations of the estimator TN of T (resp. U, of 
U) for N = 200, 800, 2000 in Figures l-6. In the remainder of Section 5, we 
concentrate on estimating and testing the function T. Analogous results for U could 
be obtained in the same way. In Table 1, we present the empirical mean and standard 
deviation of the unknown parameter G, (defined in (3.15)), the empirical approxi- 
mations of the mean maximum error E max[,,b] 1 T - TN 1 and of the mean integrated 
error E j[n,b] IT(u)- TN(u)~ d , f u or various values of N. These means are computed 
by averaging over 20 trials. In Tables 2 and 3, we give examples of the use of Test 
Table 1 
Fluctuations of G, and empirical means of two T estimation errors 
N 100 400 800 1200 2000 
k 8 16 24 30 40 
Mean G 0.41 0.34 0.35 0.32 0.32 
St. dev. G 0.09 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.01 
Mean maximum error 0.854 0.751 0.47 1 0.403 0.386 
Mean integrated error 1.044 0.775 0.526 0.508 0.509 
Table 2 
Proportion of Type I errors for moderate values of N 
N k (Y = 10% level 01 = 5% level (I = 2% level a = 1% level 
100 8 20% 10% 0% 0% 
200 10 10% 10% 0% 0% 
300 14 5% 0% 0% 0% 
Table 3 
Proportion of Type II errors for moderate values of N with T,,(x) =0.9x 
N k (Y = 10% level 
100 8 60% 
200 10 15% 
300 14 5% 
400 16 0% 
500 18 0% 
800 24 0% 
a = 5% level 
60% 
25% 
10% 
5% 
0% 
0% 
a = 2% level 
80% 
40% 
30% 
5% 
0% 
0% 
(Y = 1% level 
90% 
100% 
80% 
80% 
0% 
5% 
For N 2 1200, all the proportions were equal to 0. 
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I. Note that Section 5 is not intended to be a thorough simulation study of Test I, 
but is given only as an example. 
5.2. Fluctuations of GN and of the T estimation error 
The results of our simulations are summarized in Table 1. For each trial, N +50 
terms were generated, and the first 50 dropped to approach a stationary condition. 
The means were computed by averaging over 20 trials. 
In Table 1, the sample size N is given in line 1, and the corresponding number 
k = k, of subintervals in line 2. We present the empirical mean and standard 
deviation of the auxiliary parameter GN defined in (3.15) in lines 3 and 4, respec- 
tively. We indicate the empirical mean of the maximum error maxla,bl IT - TN\ in 
line 4 and the empirical mean of the integrated error jLa,bl 1 T(u) - TN(u)/ du in line 
5. When N ~800, these two last means decrease very slowly, due to the effect 
mentioned in Section 5.1, and to a non-optimal choice of the sequence k = k,. 
5.3. Type I errors for &[ q, = T,] against H,[ q, # To] 
For each value of N, 20 trials have been made. Following the usual statistical 
practice, we have taken cr = lo%, 5%, 2% and 1%. The values taken for k (k = 8 for 
N = 100, k = 10 for N = 200 and k = 14 for N = 300) correspond to (5.1). The values 
tabulated are the proportions of rejections among the 20 trials (see Table 2). Even 
though these results need to be completed by additional simulations, they show that 
the orders of magnitude of the exact and asymptotic levels of significance for samples 
of sizes less than or equal to 300 are comparable. 
5.4. Type II errors for H,[ qJ = T,,] against H,[ qJ # To] with T,,(x) = 0.9x 
Here, the function T,(x) =0.9x was chosen to be tested for the following reasons: 
(a) It is a linear function. 
(b) It is close to T as defined in Section 5.1. 
(c) Since T and T, have interwoven graphs, the rejections are particularly difficult 
to observe (see Section 4). 
The values tabulated (see Table 3) are the proportions (out of 20 trials) of tests 
found to be significative. Note that since T # T,,, one expects these proportions to 
tend to zero (as the power increases to one) as N becomes large. This is precisely 
what can be observed in practice and our tests exhibit a power very close to one 
for Na400. Here again, we chose cx = lo%, 5%, 2% and 1% and let k be as in (5.1). 
5.5. Comments 
Tables 2 and 3 hint that the sample size N should not be taken too small (i.e. one 
should take N ~400) for testing purposes. They also suggest that, in the above 
context, the tests are unbiased. 
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6. Discussion of the assumptions (Al)-(A6) 
6.1. We first examine properties of T, U, (E,; n 2 l), which imply (Al)-(A6). 
6.1.1. Using results of Tweedie (1975), Doukhan and Ghindes (1983) have proved 
(see their Theorems 3 and 6) that, if U = 1, T is continuous, the E,‘S are i.i.d., the 
law of E, is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, Elall < +CO, 
and if there exist positive constants r and c > El~il such that: 1 T(x)1 c [xl- c for 
1x13 r, then the Markov chain (1.1) is ergodic. If, moreover, T is bounded, then 
(1.1) is geometrically ergodic and +-mixing, so that the assumption (A6)(v) holds. 
Let m denote the p.d.f. of the distribution of &i. Under the above assumptions, and 
assuming that m is continuous and bounded, the p.d.f.fof 8 = Law(X,) is continuous 
and satisfies 
f(x) = 1 mix - TO. 
R 
Hence, if m is positive on [w, so is f: 
6.1.2. Suppose now that T is piecewise absolutely continuous, and that 
Using an alternative approach, Broniatowski and Diebolt (1987) have obtained 
sharp upper bounds for the tails of the d.f. F(x) of 0 under some additional 
assumptions on m. These results remain true if the assumption U = 1 there is replaced 
by the more general assumptions that U is piecewise absolutely continuous, 
bounded, and bounded away from 0. 
6.2. In this section, we sketch the proof of the existence of random sequences 
(XII; n 2 1) and (E,; n 3 1) which satisfy (1.1) and (Al)-(A5), but for which the E,‘S 
are not i.i.d. The noise impulses E, are considered as linear observations of a 
second-order Rd-valued AR( 1) random sequence (E,; n 3 1) with white noise 
impluses (b,; n 2 1). More precisely 
E n+, = AE, + bn+, (6.1) 
where A is non-singular, the operator norm //AIll of A is Cl, the law of b, is 
absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure, and E, = (E,, u), where 
u E Rd is preassigned and satisfies 11 UIJ,(ul+lllAIII< R < 1. It is assumed that the 
functions T and U are continuous and bounded, U is bounded away from 0, and 
(i) there exists a positive x0 such that 1x1~ x,+IT(x)l s Rlxl; 
(ii) Vx E R, 3k E N, U 0 Tk(x) > 0 (here Tk = Tk-’ 0 T). 
Then, setting 2, = (X,, E,,,,) E Iw x Rd, it can be proved that the following result holds. 
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Theorem 6.1. Under the assumptions (6.1) and (i) and (ii) above, the homogeneous 
Markov chain (Z,; n > 1) is ergodic and Doeblin. 0 
Hence, there exists a stationary second-order R-valued +-mixing random sequence 
(X,; n 2 1) such that (X,,, e,+r ; n 2 1) satisfies (Al)-(A5). 
7. Concluding remarks 
Remark 7.1. The estimation and testing procedures described in this paper apply 
also to the multiplicative model studied in Broniatowski and Diebolt (1984). 
Remark 7.2. The functional limit theorems extend to the case d > 1, but no exact 
expression for the distribution of maxtEK 11 W,( t)ll is yet known in case K is a 
hypercube of Rd. 
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